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Living Walls no longer need to
be complicated.
NextGen Living Walls are a game-changer in the world of
vertical greenery. They are designed to create full plant
coverage from day one, transforming any ordinary wall into a
beautiful and lush feature. With a modular system that allows
for easy installation and maintenance, NextGen Living Walls
are the perfect solution for any indoor or outdoor space.

At Green Design, we are proud to be the sole distributor of
NextGen Living Walls in Australia and New Zealand. We have
extensive experience with the system, having used it in many
of our own projects and installations. We have seen firsthand
the benefits that NextGen Living Walls can bring to any
space, including improved air quality, reduced noise levels,
and increased visual appeal.

Our team are highly trained and knowledgeable, and we are
always happy to answer any questions you may have about
the system. We are ready to work with you to help create
green, beautiful, and sustainable spaces.

The easiest
living wall to
install, plant
and maintain. 



I used the Next Gen system from Green Design Indoor Plant Hire
on my award-winning Melbourne International Flower and Garden
Show and they really lifted the whole design to a level that saw
me and the team awarded Best In Show. Green Design were great
to work with and I can recommend them.

Charlie Albone
Director and lead Designer of Inspired Exteriors

With over 40 years of industry expertise we never let
up on being ahead of the game. Accredited with our
industry body, Interior Plantscape Association, and

with our accredited Green Star Professional we know
how to achieve the results you want.

The Green Design DifferenceThe Green Design Difference

Immediate Green
Impact

No repotting required

Unmatched assurance

Full plant coverage from
day one 

Plants remain in their nursery pots
for an easy and tidy installation

Unlock Peace of Mind
when you choose our

team of experts at Green
Design to maintain your

wall. 



Consultation
We meet with you to discuss

your vision for your living
wall, and create a customized

design plan for your living
wall, including the layout,

plant selection, and irrigation
system. 

Installation
Our experienced team handle
the installation of your wall,
ensuring that it is securely
and properly mounted, and
that the irrigation system is

functioning correctly.

Maintenance
Green Design provides

ongoing maintenance and
monitoring to ensure that

your living wall stays healthy
and thriving, and you don’t

have to do a thing!

What about lighting?

Proper lighting is a crucial factor for the success of
any indoor green wall, and we understand its
significance. At Green Design we offer a
comprehensive service that goes beyond just the
installation of the green wall itself. 

We recognise that indoor plants require adequate
light to thrive, and our team can identify the
specific lighting requirements for your green wall.
We'll work closely with you to determine the right
type and quantity of lights needed, ensuring your
plants receive the ideal amount of light for their
growth. 

While we don't handle electrical installations, we
can guide you through the process and help you
order the necessary lighting equipment. Your
electrician can then easily install the lights,
completing the perfect environment for your green
wall to flourish. 



Reap the Health Benefits: The
Wellness Wonders of the NextGen
Living Wall

NextGen Living Walls offer a multitude of health
benefits that extend beyond their aesthetic appeal.
These lush vertical gardens contribute to improved
indoor air quality by absorbing harmful pollutants
and releasing oxygen, creating a more refreshing
and invigorating atmosphere. 

Furthermore, green walls have been shown to
reduce stress, boost productivity, and enhance
overall well-being. The presence of greenery in
indoor spaces can lower blood pressure, improve
mood, and increase feelings of relaxation. It's not
just a beautiful addition to your environment; it's a
living, breathing source of wellness that can
transform your space into a healthier and more
vibrant place to live, work, or relax. 



Transform your space with NextGen Living
Walls by Green Design

We are passionate about creating living works of art that not only
enhance the aesthetics of your space but also contribute to a
healthier, happier, and more sustainable environment.

Our commitment to quality, innovation, and customer satisfaction
drives us to deliver green wall solutions that are tailored to your
unique needs.

Ready to embark on a journey of transformation? Whether it's a
residential, commercial, or public project, we're here to help you
bring your vision to life.

Contact us today to discuss your green wall aspirations, get a
personalised quote, or schedule a consultation. Let's embark on this
green adventure together and turn your space into a thriving oasis
of beauty and well-being.

www.nextgenlivingwalls.com.au


